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This document covers the steps for the Learning Cycle. Battery chemistry need to be determined before
running learning cycle.

• Basics of how the Impedance Track algorithm works
• Information presented by the gauge on the current status of IT
• How a learning cycle works
• What can go wrong, how to diagnose problems, and how to solve problems

Impedance Track

For more information, check the application note: Theory and implementation of Impedance Track battery
fuel-gauging algorithm... (SLUA450)

There are two primary pieces of information obtained from a gauge: 1) State of Charge, and 2)
energy/coulombs remaining.

State of charge provides a percentage of the total battery capacity. Energy/coulombs remaining provides
the time available to continue running.

The gauge uses a combination of open circuit voltage (OCV) measurements and coulomb counting to
determine the absolute state of charge, and the IT algorithm determines how much energy can from a
battery before it dies.

The main concern is with the absolute state of charge determination. While the battery is relaxed, the
gauge measures the voltage and determines state of charge based on this value. When the battery starts
charging/discharging, it then uses coulomb counting for relative calculations. When the
charging/discharging stops, the gauge waits for the cell voltage to relax and then measures the OCV to
determine absolute SOC again.

To determine remaining energy/coulombs, the gauge has an internal picture of the battery and runs a
simulation of the battery voltage/impedance from its present state to end of discharge. To do this, the
gauge needs to know the battery voltage versus state of charge (the chemistry ID), and the battery
impedance versus state of charge. This information is learned by performing a learning cycle.

The Information That the Gauge Presents About IT

Data RAM Control/Flag Bits:
VOK: "Voltage OK for Qmax Update": This bit tracks when the gauge measures the battery's voltage.
This bit is normally set when charging/discharging starts, and is cleared when discharging stops, the
gauge has detected that the battery voltage has stabilized, and the gauge has taken the OCV
measurement. It is a good way to track when OCV measurements occur.
QEN: Qmax Update Enable. This should be set to 1 during learning cycle.
RUP_DIS: Resistance update disable. This bit may be set for a number of reasons. When it is set, this
means that the gauge is unsure of its current state and calculations, and is not confident enough to
update the battery resistance tables with its presently measured data. It is cleared when a good OCV
measurement is taken, as the gauge knows the absolute state of charge based on this value.
FC: Full Charge bit. This flag indicates whether or not the gauge detects the battery as "full"

Data Flash:
UPDATE_STATUS: This data flash value contains the current status of the learning cycle is: it can be
0, 1, 2.
Qmax Cell 0/1: This data flash value contains the max battery capacity in mAh unit.
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How a Learning Cycle Works

The learning cycle starts with a discharged, relaxed battery (battery voltage is stable and at low
(~3.0–3.3V) voltage). Upon running IT_ENABLE, the gauge measures this voltage and identifies what
state of charge this is associated with using the correct chemistry ID.

At this point, RUP_DIS is cleared, VOK is set and QEN is set.

Now, charge the cell to full (Note: the GAUGE has to detect that the cell has a full charge and set the FC
bit). Once the charge stops and the cell voltage relaxes again at high (4.1-4.2V usually) voltage, the gauge
takes another voltage measurement and determines the state of charge it represents. With two known
states of charge and the passed coulombs, the gauge calculates the maximum capacity (Qmax) of the
battery.

At this point, UPDATE_STATUS goes to 1, indicating that it has successfully completed the first state of
the learning cycle. Qmax Cell 0 is updated to the actual value. VOK is cleared.

Now, begin discharging at C/5. When this happens VOK should be set again. While discharging, the
gauge should update the Resistance Tables in the Data Flash every 11.1% SOC (approximately), and
then more rapidly below 20%. During this time, the gauge is measuring the battery impedance at each
state of charge and storing it in these tables. When it reaches the end of discharge and the load is
removed, the battery relaxes to a low (~3.0–3.3V) voltage. The gauge waits for this relaxation to occur
(Note: this takes much longer at low state of charge than high state of charge), and then the gauge takes
an OCV measurement.

At this point, VOK will be cleared, Qmax Cell 0 will be updated. The gauge will also check to see if the
resistance table was properly updated. If the table is updated, then the gauge sets UPDATE_STATUS =
2.

What Can Go Wrong, How to Diagnose Problems, and How to Solve Problems

To diagnose a failed learning cycle, it is critical to set EVSW to log the Data Ram during the Cycle every
~5–10 seconds. It is also advisable to auto-export the Data Flash on a less frequent basis (every ~1–10
minutes). This way, all the information is collected to determine the point of failure.

Here are the most common points of failure:

1. Make sure that the battery is at low SOC and relaxed when running IT_ENABLE. This is usually not a
problem, but it is important.

2. During the charge, make sure that the gauge detects the "full charge" condition. If after the learning
cycle, UPDATE_STATUS has not been updated to 1 (i.e., it is still 0), then this may be the problem.
The gauge detects the full charge condition with 3 criteria:

(a) Battery voltage is within 0.1V of the "charging voltage" as defined in bqEASY.
(b) Battery current is below "taper current" as defined in bqEASY.
(c) Battery current stays below this "taper current" and above the "quit current" for over 40 seconds.

This means that the battery must be charging with a significant current below the "taper current" for
almost a minute. If the charger cuts off before or just after the current drops below the "taper
current" as indicated in bqEASY, then the gauge does not detect the "full" condition.

3. When fully charged, make sure to wait long enough for the VOK bit to be cleared. This is generally 2
hours. Logging dataRAM shows if this has occurred. UPDATE_STATUS will stay 0 if this does not
happen. If VOK is never set, then this means that it did not start with an empty battery, or did not fully
charge the battery, or the charge cycle was disturbed in some way (see (#7) for charging advice.

4. When discharging starts, make sure that the VOK bit is set. The gauge has a data flash parameter
"DSG Threshold" that determines the minimum current needed to enter the "discharge" state. If it
discharges with less than this current, the VOK bit will not be cleared. The gauge will never go into the
"discharge" state, and the Ra tables will never be updated. UPDATE_STATUS will be '1'. Either
decrease "DSG Threshold" in the Data Flash, or increase the discharge rate.

5. During the discharge, the Resistance table is NEVER UPDATED. If during a learning cycle the Data
Flash log shows that the Resistance Table never changed, this indicates that the discharge load was
too light. The gauge needs to measure a significant voltage drop across the internal battery impedance
before it can measure the impedance. If the load is too light, the measurement fails, and it will never
get any Resistance Table updates.
spacer
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6. During discharge, the Resistance Table may update for a while, and then stop. When this happens,
RUP_DIS is set. This indicates that the Chemistry ID choice is incorrect. This means that the gauge
has measured a resistance value that just doesn't make sense (i.e. is negative). A chemistry cycling is
needed to identify the correct chemistry profile.

7. General Charge/Discharge Profile Advice: Most learning cycles fail because there is something
generally wrong with the charge/discharge profile. Here are some suggestions:

(a) Ensure charger cutoff upon charge completion : Most user's don't have a battery cycling automation
setup, so a bench power supply is used to change a battery overnight. This DOES NOT work. The
system does follow a CC/CV profile, but there is no cutoff. Therefore, when the gauge recognizes a
full charge and tries to take an OCV measurement, it actually measures the supply voltage and
disrupts the system.

(b) CC/CV charge profile: In line with the above, make sure a CC/CV profile charger with a reasonable
values is used. C/2 Fast charge rate, C/100 to C/10 taper current.

(c) Continuous charge profile: While not strictly necessary, it is advisable to make sure the charging
profile is continuous. If the charging cycle stops, then the cycle is may fail. If the battery discharges
for any reason during this time, the cycle will absolutely fail.

(d) After Charge, relax at least 2 hours with NO load/charger: Make sure to wait long enough to see
VOK. 2 Hours is generally enough.

(e) Discharge C/5 Constant Current: Make sure to use a C/5 current. This is preferred, and there can
be some error. However, if the current drifts too high or too low, the cycle can fail. Too low is
around C/10, too high is around C/3 to C/2. Smaller cells (<800mAH) are much less forgiving in this
regard.

(f) Continuous discharge: This is absolutely necessary. If the discharge ever stops before reaching the
terminate voltage, the cycle will fail.

(g) Termination voltage: Make sure that when terminate voltage is reached, the load is removed. Let
the cell relax. If the load kept attached to the battery and allows the battery voltage to drop well
below terminate, then not only does the learning cycle fail, but it also damages the battery.

The main point is: Log both Data Ram and Data Flash during learning cycle!

Look for the above recommendations in the log file, and correct the cycle/configuration accordingly.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements,
and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue any product or service without notice. Customers should
obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products are
sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.

TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in accordance with TI’s standard
warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where
mandated by government requirements, testing of all parameters of each product is not necessarily performed.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products and applications, customers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right, copyright, mask work right,
or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI products or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a
warranty or endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual
property of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.

Reproduction of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration and is accompanied
by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive
business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional
restrictions.

Resale of TI products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that product or service voids all
express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not
responsible or liable for any such statements.

TI products are not authorized for use in safety-critical applications (such as life support) where a failure of the TI product would reasonably
be expected to cause severe personal injury or death, unless officers of the parties have executed an agreement specifically governing
such use. Buyers represent that they have all necessary expertise in the safety and regulatory ramifications of their applications, and
acknowledge and agree that they are solely responsible for all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements concerning their products
and any use of TI products in such safety-critical applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support that may be
provided by TI. Further, Buyers must fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use of TI products in
such safety-critical applications.

TI products are neither designed nor intended for use in military/aerospace applications or environments unless the TI products are
specifically designated by TI as military-grade or "enhanced plastic." Only products designated by TI as military-grade meet military
specifications. Buyers acknowledge and agree that any such use of TI products which TI has not designated as military-grade is solely at
the Buyer's risk, and that they are solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements in connection with such use.

TI products are neither designed nor intended for use in automotive applications or environments unless the specific TI products are
designated by TI as compliant with ISO/TS 16949 requirements. Buyers acknowledge and agree that, if they use any non-designated
products in automotive applications, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet such requirements.

Following are URLs where you can obtain information on other Texas Instruments products and application solutions:

Products Applications

Audio www.ti.com/audio Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications

Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers

Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps

DLP® Products www.dlp.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy

DSP dsp.ti.com Industrial www.ti.com/industrial

Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Medical www.ti.com/medical

Interface interface.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security

Logic logic.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense

Power Mgmt power.ti.com Transportation and www.ti.com/automotive
Automotive

Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video

RFID www.ti-rfid.com Wireless www.ti.com/wireless-apps

RF/IF and ZigBee® Solutions www.ti.com/lprf

TI E2E Community Home Page e2e.ti.com
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